CALL FOR APPLICATIONS

: January 20th 2019

Seeds for Integration: Pillar II

Dear Member, Candidate and Affiliate Organisations, we
are happy to announce that “Seeds for Integration”
project has been extended until the end of 2019! Even
though the main idea stays the same we have made some
changes in order to support and strengthen the grass-root
activism. “Seeds for Integration” project now consists of
three pillars:
1. In the first part we are giving small (up to 1000 Euros) and large scale (up to
4000 Euros) grants to grass-root initiatives, school, local, regional students’
councils and national school student unions.
2. Within second pillar we are supporting national school student unions that
are members of OBESSU with grants that can be up to 7500 Euros. More
details about this pillar you can find if you continue reading this Call ☺
3. In cooperation with European Students’ Union (ESU) we are also financially
helping initiatives and projects that are commonly implemented by
secondary and university students’ students.
The general objectives we are pursuing:

National school student unions that apply and get the grant within pillar II will be
tasked to implement a so-called Inclusion Work Package (IWP) with the objective of
disseminating the project on a national level and contributing to increase the quality
of the applications.

What are we asking you to do?
● The IWP components are:
1. To organise at least one big or several smaller events for a total of 100
students promoting “Seeds for Integration” project.
2. To empower students interested in applying for funding, by providing them
with a capacity building training (organizing project incubator event) and
assistance during the process.
3. To make sure that all the documentation (promotional materials, Call for
applications, Application form guideline, Application form) is accessible to

each student and that language barrier does not prevent interested
students from applying. Additionally, you have the possibility to help the
students by translating their project proposals from your native language to
English.

What can we offer you?
Each organisation will implement the IWP with an
budget of maximum 7500 Euros each. During the
implementation you can count on the help of OBESSU
secretariat and pool of trainers, if needed. This will
not be a part of your budget – we have separate funds
for this!

Who can participate?
● Any OBESSU Member, Candidate or Affiliate Organisation which
representative person, in charge of communicating with OBESSU, has at least
medium level English language knowledge (level B1/B2).

How can you apply?
● In order to apply you need to fill in the application form and submit it until
January 20th 2019 11.59 PM CET. You can find the call at the project website:
www.seedsforintegration.org

If you would like to have more information, you can contact
Milos
Stankovic,
Programme
Coordinator
at
milos@obessu.org or surf in our project’s website:
www.seedsforintegration.org

